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From Paris, via the North
Take the A1 freeway, follow SAINT DENIS/CHARLES DE GAULLE/LILLE/BRUXELLES indication, then take A104
direction SOISSONS/PARC DES EXPOSITIONS, continue on the A104 towards SOISSONS, then take the N2
road, still towards SOISSONS and exit at SAINT SOUPPLETS/OTHIS (exit 8)
At the round about, follow SAINT SOUPPLETS direction (D401), when in Saint Soupplets, make a left at the first
light direction LIZY SUR OURCQ (D401), drivre through Saint Soupplets and right after the police station, take the
second road on the left towards FORFRY/DOUY LA RAMEE, continue straight ahead towards DOUY LA RAMEE.
At the stop sign, continue strainght ahead and in the village of « la Ramée », make a right at the first road (do not
go to DOUY LA RAMEE, our guest house is before the village). Continue on the small road and after a few meters,
we are on the right.

From Paris, via the East
Take the A4 freeway, after the Coutevroult toll, exit in MEAUX, take the A140 direction VILLENOY, then continue
straight ahead towards the A1 freeway (LILLE/SOISSONS/SENLIS/CREGY LES MEAUX)
 1st round about: straight ahead
 2nd round about: A1, direction LILLE/SOISSONS/SENLIS/CREGY LES MEAUX
 3rd round about: N330 direction A1 LILLE/SOISSONS/SENLIS
 4th round about: direction SOISSONS/A4 METZ NANCY
 5th round about: D38 direction CHAMBRY/ACY EN MULTIEN then ACY EN MULTIEN
At the stop, go straight ahead towards ACY EN MULTIEN/PUISIEUX, just after the Horse house, make a left at the
first road towards LA RAMEE/FORFRY (do not go to DOUY LA RAMEE, our guest house is before the village).
Continue straight ahead, we are in the first house on your left.

